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Spartan Daub

Bike registration
Peugeots and dented Flyers,
or any two -wheeled pride of
SJS bicycling students, may
be registered at the Campus
Security Office beginning today until 4 p.m. for a $1’ fee.

Serving the San Jose State College Community Since 1934

Professors hope to avert strike
despite cost -of -living grievance

Inside Redeye

Paper ’promotes life’
BY BRIAN HAMLIN
Daily Political Writer
San Jose Red Eye isn’t a local ocular contagion, nore can it be cured by
daily applications of boric acid.
Actually, Red Eye is a newspaper, published from a dim office located
in an even dimmer alley just about a block from SJS on Fourth Street.
According to Bob Madge, acting editor of the paper, Red Eye is dedicated
to presenting "alternative life styles to promote life, rather than supporting the death culture."
Now in its third year of publication as San Jose’s first "underground"
newspaper, Red Eye is striving for a variety of goals, all of them aimed
toward community harmony and understanding.
"We think we’re different from most of the other underground papers.
We don’t push militancy, nor are we on a sexploitation trip. As a newspaper, we don’t try to represent any single minority group, but rather
the community as a whole."
Madge said his greatest problem was printing twice a month while keeping
his news and features timely, as well as relevant, to his readers. Presently,
he explained, Red Eye is trying a magazine -type format with a three -column
tabloid layout, emphasizing special features and in-depth reporting.
What does the Red Eye cover?
Virtually everything, from poetry to psylocybin, can be found within
the pages of the San Jose Red Eye, which features a "Dope Column"
to keep local drug users alerted to possible "burns", bad trips, and
poisonous substances being sold on the illicit durg market.
Presently, Madge is looking for writers, artists, or poets who would
be willing to join his staff. Students from SJS are especially welcome,
he said, and may find a way to enhance their future careers through publication.
"Anyone who writes for us always gets wide exposure because we work
Any underground paper across the country
on an anti -copyright basis.
could pick up one of our articles and reprint it," Madge pointed out.
Pay for writers, photographers, poets, and artists on Red Eye, however, is non-existent.
All that can be promised to a prospective contributor is a chance to do his own thing and gain valuable experience while
receiving nationwide underground press recognition, Madge said.
Throughout the years, Red Eye has used several SJS students in all
Right now Dave Gans, a
of its departments, from writing to vending.
sophomore music major at SJS, is learning newspaper layout and make-up
at Red Eye while writing a regular record and music review column.
Future activities for Red Eye are uncertain at this time, but a program
on a Los Gatos FM radio station is now in progress.

BY ALAN AHLSTRAND
Daily Political Writer
Despite talk of a state college faculty strike, San Jose State won’t be facing the problem if the local chapter
of United Professors of California
(UPC) can help it.
The possibility of a statewide strike
was announced last Tuesday by UPC
President Art Bierman. He said the
UPC’s executive council will call for
a vote on the issue by UPC’s 3,000
members unless Gov. Reagan supports
a 15 per cent pay increase for state
college faculty in January.
Bierman said a sampling of the
members shown they are "very angry
and have responded very favorably"
He said
to the idea of a walkout.
if a strike is called, it will take place
before March 1.
However, George Sicular, professor
of civil engineering and spokesman for
the SJS chapter of UPC, doesn’t think
the college faculty is ready to walk
out.
"I want to make it clear that UPC
locally doesn’t have a strike in mind
at all," he said.
Instead, Prof. Sicular said "We will
try whatever means are necessary
through persuasion" to achieve the organization’s goals.
Included in the persuasion effort will
be a drive to build UPC membership
to 50 per cent of the 1,300 -member
faculty (from its present180 members)
as well as efforts to unite with other
faculty groups.
In a statement on the strike issue,
Sicular said the UPC chapter feels
the governor "has been consistent in
his disregard for the needs of the
faculties and has blocked cost7of-living increases to which we are entitled
and which have been granted to workers elsewhere in society."
Although there is a need to correct
the problem, the statement said, the
chapter "considers a strike, like war,
a disaster and to be used as a last
resort."
Prof. Sicular felt that unless the

whatever they want to talk about.
"We do get our share of genuinely
weird calls," said one San Jose Switchboard volunteer, "Noble Weec’psuedodonym of a switchboard volunteer who
wished to remain anonymous. "Probably the eeriest phone calls we get,
and the most frightening, are those
relating to callers who wish to commit suicide, and those who have poisoned themselves or taken drug overdoses.
"But there is a genuinely rewarding
feeling that no dollar -and -cents saiti-y
could match; knowing that because y
cared, someone’s life has been saved,"
Weed said. "In fact, I feel that if our
volunteers were paid, probably some
of the 24 -hour -a -day dedication which
has become a hallmark at San Jose
Switchboard might very well be lost."
The San Jose Switchboard has gone
through three addrest changes since
it first started in the basement of the
Old Kaleidoscope Bookstore at 235 S.
First St.
After one year at that location, the
switchboard moved to 50 S. Fourth
St., Apt. 3, where it remained until
anti -switchboard management forced

The UPC spokesman attributed the
faculty’s discontent to the Gov. Reagan, trustees and chancellor, rather
than to the SJS administration.
He said he did not expect a reaction
to the strike issue from the administration, since the UPC does not threaten it.
Although there are differences between the UPC and administration, he
felt, the college will remedy problems
within its power.
"What politicizing of the campus has
taken place has come from outside,"
he declared.

Legislature to determine graduate tuition
Assemblyman Dixon Arnett, R -Redwood City, has authored a bill which
would allow the state college Board
of Trustees to charge tuition to graduate students.
If the tuition bill passes, it would
end the concept of "free" state colleges in California.
SJS full-time students currently
pay $82 in various educational and
student body fees, but pay no tuition.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos
D -San Jose amended the tuition bill
to fix the maximum amount of tuition per year at $200.
The Vasconcellos amendment also
While the state college system is
stipulates that tuition collected must
experiencing its largest faculty loss
in three years, SJS has maintained be used for financial assistance to
the second lowest rate of faculty turn- students and that it must not replace
current taxpayers’ support of higher
over in the system.
education.
Those facts were revealed WednesThe tuition bill has passed the Asday at the final session of the Board
sembly and is currently being heard
of Trustees in Los Angeles.
Dr. C. Mansel Keene assistant chan- by the Senate Education Committee.
The bill must get Senate approval
cellor of faculty and staff affairs, reand Gov. Reagan’s signature before
vealed that the system lost 9.9 per
it becomes law.
cent of its faculty last year. In numIf the tuition bill passes, SJS gradbers, that means 1,108 faculty members
uate students could conceivably begin
out of an 11,228 total.
paying the $200 per year this spring,
SJS, however, had a low rate of 7.2
The bill, if passed, would go into
per cent, or just 76 professors of the
effect 61 days after the legislature
1300 total. Sonoma had the lowest
adjourns.
resignation rate, with 4.7 per cent.

The tuition for state college students
has once again reared its head in the
California state legislature.

Professor
turnover rate
low at SJS

By Associated Students

Host of services offered
BY GENE McHONE
Daily Investigative Writer
Economics is, perhaps, the major
concern of everyone right now. No
less concerned are students who have
witnessed and felt the steady increase
in the costs of education.
Beginning Monday, SJS students again
will be forming long lines across campus to turn in packets, complete registration and pay fees.
For the full-time student, fees at SJS
for this semester amount to $82. More
than half of this ($59) will go towards
"materials and services" which serve
a direct influence on student instruction.

Want to rap about problems?
call San Jose switchboard
BY ROLAND ZECHMELSTER
Special to the Daily
". . .Uh, I have a problem, I have
tried every way possible to do away
with myself. I’ve tried pills, slashing
my wrists, poisoning myself, and I
just can’t seem to succeed. Please
advise mie on the best way, as I have
decided to send it all."
The time is 2:47 a.m. Another typical
night at San Jose Switchboard, San
Jose’s 24 -hour -a -day, 7 -day-a-week,
volunteer -staffed, donation -funded,
crisis referral, problem -solving and
telephone information service. Phone
is 295-2937.
Services provided by the switchboard
include suicide prevention and crisis,
legal and medical referrals. It also
keeps files on available housing and
of people in need of housing; crash
pads available, transportation offered
and needed; jobs offered and needed;
lost and fo.ind; buy and sell giveaways, and Bay Area entertainment.
In addition, the switchboard maintains
rap exchange files (for people who wish
to be given phone numbers of people
of designated age, sex, interests, etc.)
volunteers will rap with callers about

faculty is forced into a position where
instructors can no longer live on their
incomes, there would not be a strike.
Declaring that the SJS faculty is dissatisfied, Prof. Sicular said the relatively low 1970-71 faculty turnover rate
-7.2 per cent- indicated in a recent
trustee’s survey was "misleading".
Teachers are no longer in short supply and do not change jobs as readily
as they used to, he expalined.
In addition, the same survey showed
that the overall turnover rate for the
state colleges was almost ten per
cent, the highest level in three years.

the organization to seek new quarters
one month ago.
Currently, the Switchboard is housed
in temporary quarters at 247 S. First
St., above the Drug Communications
Crisis and Drop -In Center.
"We appreciate the temporary quarters," Weed commented, "but we are
searching for new permanent quarters
in the downtown San Jose area. Since
we are totally non-profit, totally donation- funded organization, we are hoping
that someone will donate some abandoned office space."
At present the San Jose Switchboard
is in need of donations and volunteers.
The group still receives mail at
50 S. Fourth St., Apt. 3, San Jose,
California 95113.
They also have a donation jar at
the Drug Communications Center, open
24 hours a day, seven days a week,
at 247 S. First St.
"We have a pressing need for volunteers," Weed said. "We wish to extend a special invitation to the SJS
college community to become a part
of San Jose Switchboard."
People
seeking more information may call
295-2937 any time, day or night.

However, another $10 of the total
will go towards the "student association." The assessment of this fee
is voted by students with the rate being set, and any changes approved ,
by the California State College Board
of Trustees.
However, some students, at times,
have questioned the benefits and necessity of this portion of their fees.
At Sonoma State College, students voted
to abolish the fee.
This can be done at any college
through a referendum ballot initiated
by a petition and signed by 20 per cent
of the student body. An election would
then take place which would require
a two-thirds vote for the abolition.
How do SJS students feel about the
fee? No opinion poll has yet been taken. However, if one could judge by
the large number of students who last
year attended programs and events
solely paid for by student association
funds, then it could be concluded that
they generally support the fee.
Through this $10, paid by each fulltime student the association has been
able to present a wide-ranging program. Such things as the Experimental College, work study, Spartan
Daily, women’s athletics, men’s intercollegiate sports (excluding football),
the marching band, Sparta Camp, intramurals, as well as guest speakers
and concerts are supported by the fund.
In this latter area, guest speakers,
the association has hosted and sponsored such well-known as heavyweight
boxer Mohammad Ali, minority rights
crusader Jane Fonda, and former U.S.
Senator Wayne Morse.
The costs of bringing high caliber
speakers such as these to SJS is high.
According to George Watts, assistant
to the student business affairs office,
"Our speakers run on the average of
about $1000."
Wednesday evening, the Elvin Bishop Group performPd before an overflow crowd in the College Union ballroom.
There was no door charge
for students, but the association paid
the group $1500.
Watts added that the $10 fee is not
in proportion to the costs of the programs sponsored by the association.
He also said that since the fall of
1957, the fee has remained fixed. However, despite riIng costs and inflation, the program has not measui ably

suffered.
What would happen if the program
were abolished? Watts related that
a bill is on the California Senate
floor now which would empower the
state college Board of Trustees to
charge a student association fee on
any college without a student government. The fee would amount to $15,
and would support "instructionally related programs." However, as the bill
reads, "The trustees shall determine
how the activities fee shall be administered and which instructionally
related programs may be supported
from it."
Although admitting the bill is "scary"
Watts did say, "I think the basic premise is good as long as the trustees
let the local agencies administer it."

George E. Watts
George Watts, assistant to
the Student Affairs Business
Office, explained what might
happen if student government
was abolished at SJS. A bill
before the California Senate,
he said, would empower the
trustees to charge an activities fee if no student government existed.
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Editorials

Spartan Dail

Grievance procedures
The State college system has
a variety of procedures that
a teacher must follow when
seeking tenure, promotion,
appointment and so forth.
When a teacher feels he
was treated unfairly in his
attempts to better himself via
these before mentioned
methods, he can appeal through
grievance procedures.
Most bureaucracies --both
public and private --have established grievance procedures in an attempt to ensure fair and legal treatment
for their employees.
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), after conducting open hearings into thc
employment practices at SJS
has recommended the state
college grievance procedures
" be either extensively modified or eliminated."
In effect, the ACLU said, the
grievance procedures deny,
rather than guarantee, faculty members of their constitutional rights.
Under the present grievance
procedures, a teacher who
feels he has been wronged can
share his complaints with no
one.
The procedures strictly
dictate that all evidence, findings and recommendations
brought up at a grievance
hearing must be confidential.
"Although this provision professes to be a ’confidentality provision’ it is in essence
a ’secrecy provision’. .
the report from the San Jose
ACLU stated.

"The provision is not a true
confidentiality provision because, if it were, the aggrieved
faculty member would have the
right to waive the enforcement
of this provision," the report
continued.
The denial of representation,
or Catch 22, provision of the
procedures also drew criticism.
Under this provision, a faculty member in most cases is
not allowed to have his grievance case presented by a third
party.
There is one exception to
this rule. A faculty member
can be represented by another
person if hepresents a written
request that "expressly
claims that he is incompetent
to represent himself because
of emotional, mental, or physical deficiencies."
Ironically, the ACLU report
pointed out, the Education
Code provides that an employee may be dismissed for
incompetence, physical or
mental unfitness, etc.
These are but a few of the
ACLU’s findings; The 10 page
ACLU report picked the entire
grievance procedures apart.
The ACLU’s findings leave
President John H. Bunzel in
a difficult position.
He, like all state college
presidents is granted "arbitrary power" under the
current grievance procedures, the ACLU said.
We urge that Dr. Bunzel
takes steps to convince the
faculty and campus that he
is working to get the procedures changed.

Spartan Daily Chronicle
Contrary to the rumors now
circulating about our campus,
the Spartan Daily is not evolving into the San Jose Spartan Chronicle,
Because of the many typographical and other technical
errors that filled our first
week of Dailies, people have
begun comparing us to that
illustri o.us San Francisco
journal which seems to have
a penchant for disagreeing
with Noah Webster on how to
spell certain words.
Well, the rumors are false
Any simiand misleading.
larities between your college
paper and that city daily is,
as they say in TV-dom, coincidental.
Seriously, though, let us apoligize for the typos, and the
abruptly cut stories, and the
misidentified photos --all
of which appeared frequently
last week in our pages. We
know it’s bad journalism and
we realize that if it continues
we may lose your confidence

and respect.
The problem is that we have
switched printing plants this
semester. The paper is being
printed by new people, working
with new machiery that so far
has been less dependable. And
despite the efforts of our editors ---who have worked into
the wee hours of the morning
we have not been able to over come the mistakes of the in experienced printers and bad
machinery.
We made the switch in print ers in order to save money,
however, we are not prepared
to sacrifice our quality for a
If the problem
lower price.
continue we may be forced to
We
do something drastic.
realize the importance of our
serving you well, and we plan
to live up to that.
We have been promised bet ter results from our printer,
and hopefully this week you will
start receiving the kind of
error -free paper we are capable of producing.

Quality entertainment
Last week’s Elvin Bishop
concert sponsored by the Associated Students Program
Board (ASPB) has got the
year’s entertainment off to
a swinging start.
The Bishop concert received
such an overwhelming response that many were turned
away at the door.
In addition to the Bishop concert, the ASPB also sponsored
the performance of the San
Francisco Mime Troupe. This
satirical group was also received well by a large and
enthusiastic audience.
It’s this type of response
that points the way toward
making this year’s entertainment a huge success.
We would also like to thank

Pam Strandberg

Mike Buck and his administration for keeping their campaign promise of providing the
student body with top-quality
entertainment.
The Buck administration
seems to have appointed members to the ASPB that work in
behalf of the students. This
in itself is a refreshing relief from the past boards that
seemed to spend more time
arguing among themselves instead of trying to do something worthwhile.
From the look of the upcoming
events such as the weekly
Wednesday night movie and the
Jimmie Smith concert, it appears that quality, mass entertainment will continue.
Keep up the good work, ASPB.

ediiiir

Bob Garioto
aikertising manager

"It will be my earnest aim...

editorial board

to give the news impartially,

Pam Strandberg
Bob Pellerin
Barbara Evans
Joyce Krieg
Ben Reed

without fear or favor."
--Adolph S. Ochs
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News
In Review
by Joe Caligaris
Pssst. . .Hey you. Shhhhhh, not
so loud. Yeah, you. Come here.
Freshman? Yeah, I could tell.
I been watchin’ yah. In classrooms an’ things like that. Get
all your classes?
That’s good
Takin’ anything interestin’? EngArt, eh? Humanities
lish, eh?
eh? Eeech, what are you thinkn’
No, nevermind.
about, boy?
Freshmen are like that.
You
Ah, wait
know --inexperienced.
a minute, now Don’t get all hot
an’ bothered about what ol’ Unc
You know me. Why, 1
says.
jus kid a lot.
Don’t take no
There ain’t no crime
offense.
in, yah know, being green. Hell,
even I was green once. All the
time I was thinkn’ things like
Everyhumanity an’ justice.
body thinks things like that. Them
guys are an-dime-ah-dozen. But
you ain’t gonna have t’worry about that, cause ol’ Unc is gonna take care of yah. I got it
all figured out --I got your numGot
Jus’ leave it t me.
ber.
the sure -fired way t’make ah
What? Time
man out of yah.
That’s O.K.
for your class?
I’ll come get yah when it’s time.
On September 21, 1971, 55 men decided they needed some more
soldiers.

Staff Comment

Entertainment
BY DAVID CRAWFORD
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Staff Comment

SJS registration troubles
BY ADENRELE IPOSU
Writing about registration at SJS,
Professor of Music, Violet
Thomas, said, "Registration as
it is carried on at SJS is an antiquated system which brings unnecessary frustration and
confusion to the students
and weariness to thefaculty members who are on duty. . . . .
It was a poor system during my
undergraduate days here and it

WANTED
The Spartan Daily is seeking
an editorial cartoonist.
Those
interested should submit samples
of their work to Ben Reed in JC
208.

has not improved with the years
of increasing enrollment."
There is no betier description
for the ordeal of registration at
SJS.
A poor registration (inefficient as well) as SJS from
the undergraduate days of Professor Thomas which hasn’t improved even now, is a unique
attempt at bridging the generation
gap (they all went through the same
antiquated registration system)
between old and young SJS students.
One cannot afford to be cynical
about registration at SJS. The
inefficient registration indirectly
results in overcrowded classes.
Let us for once break with the
tradition of poor registration by
experimenting with registration
It works very well
by mail.
with the summer session.
All that needs to be done is
publishing the schedule of classes
well ahead of the semester.

Potpourri
9),

JIM

With nostalgia being a popular
thing to indulge in these days,
it’s only natural that television
cash in on it too.
Two programs premiered this
fall which are loaded with nostalgia and, oddly enough, have similar subject matter.
The first show, "Bearcats!"
takes palce around 1914 and is
set in the American Southwest.
Its two heros (Rod Taylor and Dennis Cole) are free-lance adventurers who take on the most
impossible jobs and ask only a
blank check for their services.
So far, these two enterprising gentlemen have managed to
retrieve a stolen tank (World
War 1 vintage) and return it
to the Army, and foiled an attempt by Imperial German soldiers, in American Army uniforms to start a war betwen Mexico and the United States.
However, the boys had a little help on the last job. A
fun -loving Mexican pilot (Henry
Darrow of "High Chapparal"), with
his chicken wire -and -Irish linen
airplane, provided the necessary
muscle to accomplish the mission.

It would be nice to think that this
year’s student entertainment hub,
now know as the A.S. Program
Board, will get off to a quick start.
Last year’s group hung loose for
months whilecouncilandformer
A. S. Pres. Langan fought over
appointment of a chairman. While
the politics rambled, SJS students
went without good entertainment
events.
This is the board that has sche duled such groups as Congress of
Wondors, premiere jazz organist
Jimmy Smith, Country Weather
and Lonnie Mack.
Things can run smoothly if
the board gets together early with
the approved 12 members. If
you’re not optimistic about Council approval of the members, go
to the appropriate Council meeting
to voice your opinion.
Editor’s note: All student and faculty
members are encouraged to express
their views on any subject in the leters
to the editor section of the editorial
page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office, JC 208. and
must be 250 words or less, typewritten
and double-spaced. Name and activity
or faculty card number must be included, and all letters must be signed.
Non -students and non -faculty members
are lsked to include address, telephone
number and title or position. The
SpartaA Daily will not print letters which
are libelous or in poor taste. The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted

Murphy
Although the show is basically
"The Wild, Wild West" updated,
the story lines aren’t too incredulous and the characters played
by Taylor and Cole compliment
each other rather well.
The second show, "Nichols,"
is also set in the Southwest durThe main character,
ing 1914.
played by James Garner, is an
18 year Army veteran who left
the service because of a dislike
for guns, but finds himself made
the sheriff of a rowdy Arizona
town (which means he finds himself staring down many a pistol
and rifle muzzle).
Garner plays Nichols pretty
much the way he played Bret Maverick, and it’s a characterization
that fits him well, considering he
gets alot of mileage out of his
disarming smile.
What with old cars and an Indian motorcycle, "Nichols" also
hits the nostalgia trail and does
its share of memory -evoking.
So it goes, with 1914 costumes,
Vickers machine guns, Smokeythe-bear Army campaign hats and
a Stutz Bearcat. But the shows
are, sad to say, just the same old
stuff.
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The Daily Californian, University of California
at Berkeley’s student newspaper, hit the streets
last week with one big change.
For the first time in its 98 -year history,
the paper operated from off campus without
help from student or state funds.
The decision to become independent, which was
reached after four years’ deliberation, resulted
from a desire to break away from strict regulations that the university imposed upon publication of the paper, according to the paper’s first
issue.
Specifically, the paper objected to the formation
of a publisher’s board, which reviewea editorial
content.
"Actually, this move doesn’t represent as large
a step as it seems," said Trish Hall, city editor
of the Californian. "Student Government has preiously only provided us with free rent, free accounting, and space to operate, all of which we
expect to finance through other sources."
The university will now provide only $20,000
in subscription fees for its faculty and staff. This
makes up less than 10 per cent of the paper’s
$250,000 budget. "All our advertisers have indicated that they will stay with us," Miss Hall ex- GARY FONG
plained, "Our budget is all set so that we don’t
anticipate any financial problems.
Although it is an independent corporation finanRedbook magazine never held
cially, the Californian will still be distributed
much appeal for SJS student
free throughout Berkeley and at three points
Mark Stephens until it paid
on campus.
"We intend to remain the official
newspaper of the university," said Miss Hall.
$1000 for a story he wrote.
"Our primary readership and our editorial
philosophy will be directed toward students."
University officials are happy about the move,
according to Miss Hall. "We’ve been planning
time so it didn’t come as any great
this
shock to anyone when we finally announced the
move," she said.
"We won’t be able to judge
student opinion until the paper comes out."
can attend activities at
They’re still alive in
the houses they are inSan Jose. The Greeks,
terested in.
that is. This week
Additional information
marks the beginning of
informal rush for the is available from the
seven sororities and Student Activities and
nine fraternities at SJS. Services office in the
Formal rush is held College Union or from
throughout orientation, Assistant Dean of Studuring which students dents, Don Du Shane.

Mark Stephens

Greeks announce beginning
of informal rush program

Scholarship
exams slated
Deadline time has arrived to apply for State
Scholarships.
The State of California
will award 9,600 scholarships for the 197273 academic year to
students attending accredited California colleges and universities.
The scholarships,
ranging in value from
$160 to $2,000,"will depend on the financial
needs of the scholar
and the school he or
she has selected to attend," according to a
statement issued from
the Sacramento office
of Assemblyman Alister McAlister (D -San
Jose).
Applicants for scholarships must be United
States citizen and resident of California; un-

der 30 years of age, unless a veteran; a high
school graduate by.summer 1972 or accepted at
an accredited college or
university.
The competitive examination for the state
scholarship will be held
Oct. 9 and Nov 6. The
Scholastic Aptitude Test
of the College Entrance
Examination (CEEB)
will be used.
Registration deadlines
for the tests are today
for the Oct. 9 test and
Oct. 6 for the Nov 6
test. Arrangements for
taking the examination
must be made through
the counseling offices
of the local high schools.
Applications are available from SJS Financial Aids Office,
Adm 234.

1Campus news briefsl
Planned Parenthood’s
annual Wine Tasting benefit will be held Oct.
24, from 5 to 7 p.m.,
at the Syntex Corporation, 3401 Hillview Ave.
in Palo Alto.
The benefit is the main
fund-raising event ot
the organization, which
provides contraceptive
help to many SJS students, as well as to the
community.
The lack
of clinic facilities on
campus results in an
overload of patients at
the 702 E. Santa Clara
St. offices.
Tickets are $5 per
person and tax-deductible as Planned- Parenthood is non-profit. A
prize drawing and gourmet refreshments will
also be included. Tickets can be obtained at
28 N. 16th St.
*
*
*
Four SJS students have
been accepted for pilot
training under a new Air
Force reserve program
at Travis Air ForceBase.
The new program allows young college
graduates to fulfill military obligations by completing 18 months of active duty training.
SJS Students accepted are Saul Fisch
of San Jose, Richard
MacGibbon of Mountain
View, Steven Hinckley
of San Jose, and David

Caruso of Concord.
The four men will start
the program with Officer Training School at
Lackland AFB, Texas.
*

*

*

The Special Education Department has announced that any student
in the department who
does not file a departmental registration
card, or does not update his current card
before Sept. 30 will not
be allowed to pre -register for spring classes.
This applies to students
in learning disabilities
mental retardation, and
deaf education, and can
be done in ED. 201.
*

*

GIANT PHOTO POSTERS
FROM YOUR PRINTS OR PHOTOS...
OR WELL TAKE YOUR PHOTO FREE!

2 x 3 FOOT -5
247-7747

3407 EL (AMINO REAL
EAST OF LAWRENCE
SANTA CLARA

Short story profitable
By
CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Feature Writer
One SJS student unsuspectingly, but delightedly, discovered
this summer that there
is, in fact, a way tobeat
President’s Nixon’s
wage -price freeze.
Last semester, Mark
Stephens, a SJS English
major, wrote a short
fiction story about a precocious young woman
with a fetish for stealing trees. This summer
he promptly sold it to
Redbook, a national women’s magazine for
$1,000.
Sound amazing?
Stephens thinks so too.
"Especially," Stephens
admits, still dazed from
the initial profundity of
his situation, "since
this is the third story
I’ve ever written and
the first I’ve published."
His second story,
"Willie Mays Will Not
Be Playing Night Games
Anymore," won third
place in the SJS Phelan
awards for literature
last Spring.
Stephen’s story, dubbed by Redbook, "The Lady Who Stole Trees,"
appears on page Ill of
this month’s issue and
concerns the frantic efforts of a somewhat obsessed housewife, Margo, to possess a piece
of greenery, "Fraxinus
americana," sprouting
tremulously smack in
the middle of the Pennsylvania turnpike.
"It’ll look absolutely darling by the barbeque pit, don’t you
think," Margo nervously queries her husband
Arthur, always an unwillingly accomplice on
his wife’s wild prowls
to steal trees.
Housewives, "Fraxinux americana," women’s magazines, and
the Pennsylvania Turnwhat does
pike

Stephens know of these’?
"Absolutely nothing,"
claimed Stephens,
24 year old, and unmarried. Nevertheless, Stephens’ sensitive, thought -provoking story with its singular moral twist, was obviously thought worthy
of Redbook magazine’s
mass national appeal.
Worthy indeed, since
Redbook buys only approximately two unsolicited manuscripts a
year from writers other
than commissioned free
lancers or their own
staff writers.
"Beginner’s luck" his
more experienced
friends writing for secondary markets offer,
and Stephens is just beginning to sense the
magnitude of what he’s
done.
"My biggest fear,"
worried Stephen’s, "is
being a one-story author."
Before he took his first
writing class last
spring, Stephens never
dreamed of being a writer.
"Oh yes," he recalled,
"I used to write cute
little kids poems for
Mother’s Day when I was
younger, but that was
all. Now that I’ve sold
one story I’m hooked,
but it was really my
first rejection slip that
motivated metocontinue writing.
I was
determined from the onset to write a story that
KOREAN

San Jose State’s camsecurity office has
moved from the 7th
St. parking garage to
Building G.
The move, which came
as a result of lack of
space in the old facilities, will give the entire department mo re
room to operate, according to Security
Chief Ernest G. Quinton.
"The morale of the entire force has improved
since the move," Chief
Quinton said.
"Previously, we were
forced to house the major operations of the
department in one small
room. Now we can have
a two story building
whose space can more
easily and efficiently
accomodate our staff."
pus

would be published in
one of the ’slicks’."
(slang for a big city
magazine)
Stephens say his SJS
writing instructor,
novelist Barnaby Conrad, predicted this
handsome event when he
read the first draft of
his story, bluntly said
he’d read worse, but
added, "it was probably good for the women’s slicks."
Commenting on his own
talents, Stephen enjoined, "My greatest satisfaction comes from
knowing that people I
created in my mind are
walking across other
people’s minds all over
the country."
An example is his
sensitive approach to
the special understanding that develops between a husband and wife
when he wrote, "She
sips her coffee and I
sip mine, and over the
tops of the cups our
eyes meet. Then theonly sound is the percolator popping as we
climb into each other’s
heaus and walk around
in them, something we
have been able to do
for years."
After only three
stories and one sale,
Stephens has been ordained into the ancient
profession of writer hood, and it appears
his new-found vocation
has already started to
pay off in a way.

ROD
McKUEN
6li/Colicert
DON’T MISS THIS
EXCLUSIVE BAY AREA
APPEARANCE

KARATE-

2 NITES ONLY!!!
L tsten to KSFO’s Jnn I Inge for.
Conles1 details

TAE KWON DO
AIKIDO

KARATE

MUNICIPAL AUD

JUDO

SAN JOIA

tROHP OR PRIVA1L tUP
MIN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
MON SAT
10 A M TO 10 P M

FRI., OCT. 1-8:00

SAN JOSE INFO 14081 246 1160
TICKETS San Jose Box 011tre Pen
Sox Ofloce, Menlo Park All Marti’

MASONIC
AUD
SAN FRANC SCO

INSTRUCTOR,
DAN 6 CHOI STK 0101111 SLICK Ulf
SUNG CHUNG 41N 0E0111 BLACI1 Jill

SAT OCT 2 - 8:30

275-1533
444E. SANTA CLARA

SAN FRANCISCO INFO
14151 775 2071
PRICES $6 50 55 50 54’

SAN JOSE

SUPERBOX
Rabbi David Robins of Temple EmanuEl sounds the shofar (ram’s horn) to
signify beginning and end of the Jewish New Year of 5732. The holidays,
which began the evening of Sept. 19,
will end on Yom Kippur night , Wednesday.

T.V.’s FOR RENT
Special Student Rates

...IS NO RIPOFF
Spartan Bookstore’s main business is books, not toiletries.
But they are passing a good deal along to you:

See for

yourself...

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

*

Women and Men, a
New College course examining the historical,
social, psychological
and political aspects of
the relationship between
two sexes, is still open to any student.
The lecture and seminar courses three units,
though the lecture may
be taken for only one
unit. The lectures are
held from 1:30-2:20 on
Tuesdays in Engineering 132.
The small
seminars are from 1:30
-3:20 on Thursdays, also in Engineering 132

SJS police
move office

Student Earns $1,000

Techmatic Razor

$2 29

Techmatic Razor

$2 29

Edge Protective Shave

1 19

Tame Cream Rinse

75

Dry Look Hair Groom

1 00

Pursettes Tampon’

55

Desenex Dri F oot ( 4 oz.)

1 79

Vaseline Intensive
Care Lotion.

Chaser hangover relief

33

Cepacol Throat lozenges

10

TOTAL VALUE

$6.70

Soft & Dri Deodorant

TOTAL VALUE

$ 1.00
ALL FOR ONLY

COLD 1111,0011
Svpi. 27
le (Is %et 4110pn Aust ti

.ilvattect Harts

own /lye%

salest PCP ICA

available only at

It [AMA
its. (Arum avt.
174-MA4j

SfraPtteut Vodeatone
In the t.01/(ve 11111on

25

1 00

$4.84
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’Pictures’
tryouts
Tryouts will be held
shortly for the readers
theatre show, "Pictures
in the Hallway," to be
presented later in the
semester and repeated
for the Northwest Drama ConferenceJan.7
and 8, 1972.
The show, which is
from the second of six
autobiographies of Sean
O’Casey, recently finished at the Lincoln
Center Repertory Theatre in New York. Ailine
MacMahon and Paul
Shyre, who adapted the
presentation, headed the
cast.
Noreen LaBarge
Mitchell, who will direct the play, said that
it is up-to-date because
of the present religious
difficulty in Ireland. It
goes into the Irish political history and "you
just think it’s happening today," she said.
For additional information, call Mrs.
Mitchell in the Drama
Department, extension
2118.

Johnson
comedy
The Alchemist" opens
the season Friday, Sept.
24 for the Berkeley Repertory Theater in
Berkeley.
Rod Alexander will be guest director for the Ben
Johnson comedy.
The play will be presented at the Theater
Company’s arena -style
playhouse at 2980 College Ave., Berkeley.
Performances are
Tuesday through Friday
at 8 p.m. and Saturday
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. For
more information call
845-4700.

Office work?

Satirical art show
BY CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Fine Arts Editor

JESUS GARZA

New boss
aggerated look at his job, the show
ends today.

New art gallery director Bruce
Radde stands in fron of his exhibit,
the "Gallery Office Show." An ex-

According to Hall,
KSJS will attempt to
reach the college community by appealing to
each department. Starting this fall KSJS will
broadcast live concerts
from the Music Department.
William Trimble, a
saxophonist is cheduled for this month.
Hall stated most of the
concerts will be made
by students working on
their master degrees.
Coverage of athletic
events such as football
and basketball games,
is planned.
The station manager
would like to see other
departments to be in -

Take a recently purstated Brian Prows, the
chased stereophonic program director, who
console board, two turn- determines what goes on
the air.
tables, two Ampex tape
The music is basicaldecks, two cartridge
ly rock, with 75 percent
machines, a sound generator, 500 records and in this field, according
to Bill Hall, the station
40 people.
Put them all together manager. Other types
and KSJS, a F -M radio of music include classical and jazz.
station, 90.7, will beIn accordance with
gin broadcasting Oct. 4,
Hall’s goal to build an
Monday through Friday
effective image of KSJS,
from 5:30 to 10 p.m.
many innovative and
KSJS, serving the colvaried programs are
lege community since
February 1963, is op- planned for the school
erated solely by stu- year. It will include
music specials, comdents.
mentarles on campus
"KSJS offers an opevents, panel discusportunity for all types
of music because of its
sions, interviews and
seminars.
educational format,"

inson believes deeply
in his department. To
him the excitement of
a live performance cannot be excelled by the
most sophisticated of
stereo components.
"In any live music
program great things
happen," he enthused,
"when someone on stage
moves his audience to
excitement, and in response the performer
plays better.
"A concert hall makes
it electrifying. It’s real.
There’s more audience
participation, it’s not
canned."
Traditional and inspirational, the Symphonic Band sound is
designed for sounds with
more assistance from
"colorful" instruments
like piccalo, bassoon,
coronet and flugal
horns.
It is a child
of both bright wind ensembles and the throaty, thicker classic symphony.
The Music Department
offers a brood of wood -

on
Lip, chin, cheeks, forehead, neck, legs,
underarms, abdomen

Newest methods-Free consultation
Two locations to eery* you:

2066 The Alameda
243-1221
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Schlitz Malt Liquor
can give a lazy Libra the
lift he needs.
;

.

117111 1011i ribul ion% in

from $250
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from 1175

Now Available

297-2410

LIBRA,
SEPT. 24-OCT. 23

Permanent Hair Removal

47N. Third
I95-0995

% rl iele

Mogotioe.

(.11 208).

laIe College.

LibraYou’re thoughtful, clever, congenial, and gifted with
a magnetic personality. Andyou’re also lazy.

g

That’s why you should team up with Schlitz Malt LiquorTaurus,
. the Bull. The Bull is known for its powerful, dynamic, dependable
good taste. Schlitz Malt Liquor is just the thing to melt away the gloom
and fire your ambition.
But, be careful. When you get together with your most compatible signs,
Gemini and Aquarius, you can tend to go overboard. And that’s not wise
when you’re dealing with the Bull. You’ll need all the good judgment
your sign is noted for when you drink Schlitz Malt Liquor.
Librans like good food, good clothes, good music. And that kind of good
taste lust naturally leads you lo the gond taste of Schlitz Malt Liquor.

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

testing equipment. A variety
of programs will be offered
throughout the school year.

1971 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great cities.

Darlene Miller, R.E.-Marilynn Ranchero R.E

all a rl Icle

Houses

295 N 10th

Rehearsal
Preparing for KSJS’s Oct. 4
debut, Rick Liming is busy
working in the radio studio

Their performances
are given given free in
the Concert Hall. Rehersal has started for
the first scheduled event
in late October.

wind quintets, brass ensembles, a stage band,
an orchestra, and faculty ensembles to educate even the most denied music layman.

1111.14‘111ber

Furnished Apts.

4 - 6 students

volved with KSJS. "I
will offer time to departments to put up
whatever they want on
the air," Hall said. He
mentioned he would like
to see talk shows develop among students
and faculty on controversial issues, for example ecology.
Preceding programs,
Radio Television News
Center, (RTNC), located
in the Department of
Journalism and Advertising, will present a
half-hour segment of
campus, national, state
and local happenings
from 5:30 to 6:00 daily
For further information call 294-6414,
ext. 2550.

oppeol for lIi Non. ember 111111

Student
Housing
2 Bedroom

The grey desk, abundant with paraphenalia,
is topped with a hugh
"Bayer Aspirin" box and
can of coffee, which
(simply speaking)
means being a gallery
director could be one
hell of a headache at
times.
Radde stated that his
experimental ideas include art shows coordinated with on -campus
activities (such as
ethnic or cultural
weeks), student involvement in setting up ex bits and some sort of
feedback from gallery
visitors.
He is also teaching
an "experimental
class," art 196, History
of modern architecture.

New gear gives
KSJS- FM facelifting

Classic sounds soothe nerves;
less pollution for eardrums
BY PAT HAMPTON
Daily Fine Arts Writer
"There’s too much
noise in today’s music;
it’s not kind to pollute
the air with it.
Our
music is relaxing --people go home feeling
better."
Clement Hutchinson,
director of the SJSSymphonic Band and as sociate professor of music,
maintains the gentle
sounds of his strings and
woodwinds are what the
people should have.
This fall the elite and
not so elite will be given the opportunity to
hear his point.
Fifty-four music
majors will play contemporary and romantic pieces from Foche
to Milhaud, in the band
under Hutchinson’s direction. They will tour
local high schools to
"show off our versility ’ with solos and make
people aware of how
well people in our music department play."
quiet man, Hutch-

What does it mean to
be an art gallery director at SJS? Bruce
Radde, art history professor, takes a whimiscal, satirical stab at
this question by his exhibit in the art building’s gallery.
A graduate of the University of California at
Berkeley, Radde is the
newly appointed gallery
director in charge of
art master’s exhibits.
Radde plans to bring
traveling shows to the
gallery, unlike last
year. These exhibits,
Radde explained, will be
on display for two to
three weeks.

As a result of the recently converted Civic
Art Gallery, in downtown San Jose, there will
also be additional space
for MA exhibits.
In his one -week show,
Radde has recreated his
gallery office and has
made it ten times messier and chaotic than
it actually is.
Bits of paper and dust
pepper the room where
the wastebasket overflows with discarded articles.
An open trunk,
desk and typewriter
complete the scene.
The most obvious part
of the whole exhibit,
however, is a big plastic bag filled w ithposters of past art shows.
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Heads up

JESUS GARZA

The SJS junior varsity soccer team showed their
ability last weekend by beating UOP and San Francisco State during the PCAA tournament held at

Spartan Stadium. The junior varsity was defeated
6-1, in the tourney finals by the varsity as SJS
completely dominated the event.

SJS ’big booters’ dump JV’s
BY KEITH PETERS
Daily Sports Writer
The SJS junior varsity soccer team received a lesson in some
of the finer points of
the game in the finals
of the first annual Pacific Coast Athletic Association tournament
Saturday night at Spar-

tan Stadium.
Their teachers were
the "Big Brother" Spartan varsity, who gave
them a lesson in respecting one’s elders
while administering a
6-1 defeat to capture
the ignaugural tourney.
The SJS varsity, currently ranked 10th na-

tionally, had no trouble
of disposing with the
less -experienced JV’s,
scoring at least once
in every periid.
Bert Baldiccini started
things off with a goal
in the opening period and
was soon followed by
Mani Hernandez, who
booted in a deflected

season, Mrs. Koivisto
began swimming at the
age of ten; went on to
become a national
champion in the 200 meter butterfly at 15; bowed
out of competition after
eight years with the Santa Clara Swim Club;
briefly attended the University of California
at Berkeley; married
and began swimming again at the encouragement of her family.
"I was a little leery
at first but my husband
encouraged me and my
kids thought it would be
neat to, ’see mommy
swim"; stated Mrs. Kiovisto, who besides aiding her husband in
coaching the West Val-

Joseph E Levine presents a Mike Nichols Film
.c

.33

GET IN ON OUR . . .

15th ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

Jack Nichnlson Candice Bergen >
7

KflOWICWis an amazing, brutally honest
film. Mike Nichols’ handling of actors is
unsurpassed among American directors!"

"’Carnal Knowledge’

Magazine

is Mike Nichols
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"I’ve experienced only three or four movies that I
genuinely was sorry to see end.
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BY TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Sports Editor
It wasn’t one of Dewey King’s most memorable weeks in football.
After losing an horrendous 14-7 decision to
Fresno St., King spent
most of his time explaining to the press
what went wrong with
his prolific pre -season
predictions while attempting to convince his
players they could
"bounce back and
bounce higher" than the
California Bears.
For 27 minutes Saturday it seemed that
the Spartan coach might
have accomplished his
goal as SJS held a 10-7
advantage du ring the
waning moments of the
second quarter. Then
the hibernating bears
woke up, growled and
rumbled to an easy 3410 win.
For the Spartans anything would have been
an improvement after
Fresno.
They moved
the ball better against
Cal picking up 207 total yards, but continued
to play give away football losing three fumbles and two interceptions.
SJS jumped out to a
3-0 lead late in the
first stanza when Larry
Barnes booted an incredible 52 -yard field goal,
breaking his own school
record.
After the Bears
mounted a sustained
scoring drive to capture
the lead, SJS tackle Mike
Giles recovered a Jay
Cruze fumble. On the
next play quarterback
Dave Ellis (10-19, 97
yards) hit wide receiver Eric Dahl on a 42
yard pass play and the
Spartans had been regained their advantage.

Baldiccini shot for a with fourth period goals.
2-0 lead.
The only bright spot
That was all the scorin the offensive departing the varsity really ment for the JV’s was
needed but Edgar Poda goal by Rusty Menlesky decided different- zel late in the final perily and kicked in two od. It was the first goal
goals in the second and given up by the stingy
third periods. Ken Davarsity defense.
The stage was set for
vis and Gary Alb finished off the evening the all -school finale
when the JV’s upset San
Francisco State3-2
Friday night and University of Pacific the
day before.
Phil Galiota boomed
a shot into the lower
left corner of the San
BY Herbert
Francisco State net with
FOREIGN CAR
less than six minutes
AUTO ELECTRIC
left to play to give the
of
margin
their
JV’s
ley Aquatic teams alGERMAN
. The "old lady" acvictory.
so majors in French. cording to her coach,
MOTORS
varsity
Spartan
The
456 E. San Salvadore
Explaining her deci- Joyce Malone, more
wins
easy
to
two
waltzed
than
"holds her own in
295-4247
sion to leave Santa
in the opening rounds,
college competition."
NEW LOCATION
Clara, she said "It got
Hayward
out
shutting
Jane
is
one
of
the
finest
so the coach and I just
all-round swimmers State 9-0 and Fresno
weren’t reading each
State 6-0.
around
both
skillfully
other, and when you
San Diego State, condon’t believe in your and attitude wise. "It
sidered a contender for
coach you just don’t want is not unusual to have
the
title, copped the
married girls on the
to put out. It’s better
consolation title with a
girls
team
or
married
that you quit and that’s
7-0 win over Los
with children.
what I did."
Angeles State.
The fact that she must
compete against younger swimmers doesn’t
seem to bother her.
"It’s funny they seem to
be psychological ly
afraid of me; I do the
best I can do and it
seems they have to try
and beat the "old lady."

Unique woman swimmer continues
distinguished career in SJS pool
BY
BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
Unique is the only word
to de s c ribeJaneKoivisto. In a world where
15 and 16 year olds are
breaking world records, a 29 year old wife,
mother and champion
swimmer is rare.
"I became discouraged
with swimming", remarked Mrs. Koivisto
as she talked of her ten
year absence from competition.
"At Santa
Clara the emphasis was
win or. . ., here the
emphasis is win but become a person, there is
a human emphasis."
A member of the SJS
women’s team since last
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A few minutes later,
however, the lackadasical Bears, who play
Ohio St. next week,
came to life. Halfback
Issac Curtis, voted the
offensive player of the
game, broke a tackle
and streaked 25 yards
for the go ahead score.
On the first play after the kickoff, flanker
Jimmie Lassiter fumbled an Ellis aerial and
the Bears were in business on the SJS17. Curtis then drilled an II
yard halfback pass to
flanker Steve Swevney
with 1:28 left in the
half and Cal had a 20
-10 intermission advantage.
Ray Willsey’s charges
added scores in the
third and fourth quarters and ended the game
inside the SJS 20 yard
line to account for the
rest of their points. The
Spartans did not mount
a genuine threat after

the half.
King, who told newsmen he was going to
work on fundamentals
after the Fresno game,
came out pulling all the
strings against the
Bears. He tried halfback passes, laterals,
everses, quarterback
options anti everything
else in an attempt to
cross up Cal.
Defensively, the Spartans were much better
than the 34 points indicates as two Bears
touchdowns were directly attributable to offensive mistakes.
.Junior Bill Brown,
who replaced injured Emanuel Armstrong at
the middle guard post,
was voted the games
defensive player as he
intercepted a pass,
blocked an extra point,
made five unassisted
tackles and helped out
on

ten more stops.

Intramurals
Eight -man touch football, always a favorite,
and tournament tennis,
are the first two sports
on the intramural sports
calender for SJS this
fall.
Entries are now being
taken for these two
sports, football slated
to start its season on

Oct. 4, and tennis on
Oct. 1, in the intramural office, room 121
in the men’s gym.
Dan Unruh, head of
the intramural pro g r a m, has also announced that there will
be a very important captains’ meeting next
Wednesday. Oct. 29.

AND NOW, THE REAL THING!
ROBERT STIG WOOD & MCA. INC presents
7/

ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER 8. TIM RICE’S

JESUS CUIRIST
SUPERSTAR
._ONCERT PRESCNTA1’I0Nj1OF THE ROCK OPERA

VW
REPAIRS

Cast of 52. Including Yvonne Elliman
and others of the original cast album.
full orchestra and choir.
Entire production under supervision of
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
THURSDA Y--SEPT. 30th 7 &1 0 P.M.
Tickets: $6.50 - $5.50 - $4.50
On Sale ’Voic!

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

246-1110

Two
Big She&
8
ilgaeveueC55c each

$1 a visit!
New Members only.
Look at what you get
at Bob Mann’s:
1. A el -contract membership
2. New facilities to increase
your pleasure
1 Sincere interest in your percone! improvement
4 A complete Ha (active and
passive equipment)
5 Complete supervision by experts
6 Sauna and hot rock baths
7 Sun room and deck
8 Juice bar and health supplies

Both

men and ladies in-

vited
Take advantage of our 15th Anniversary Special to find out
how you’d like it Now only SI a
visit tor 20 visits Come in or
phone 795 9910 for further in
I ormation.

295-9910

BOB MANN’S
SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
413 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

01

A double decker hamburger delight. Two 100 pure beef patties,
a slice of melted cheese, crisp lettuce and our special sauce
mike the Big Shef a great sandwich.

burger
cheF

We always treat you right,:
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Local building
ruined by fire

Musical thieves
still at large
Three suspects, be- sical instruments and
lieved to have taken al- tools from the College
most $800 worth of mu - Union Sept. 11 remain
at large, Sgt. Carroll
M. Blackstock of the San
lose Police Department
said.
The missing items
include: a fItte worth
$320; a piccolo valued
at $220, a clarinet worth
$251, and an electric
hand drill worth $5, police report.
Lee Hauser, 58, owner
Applications are now of the instruments, was
being received for the using them in a demonannual $3,600 fellowship stration according to
of the National Science George Watts, assistant
Foundation (NSF) for the to the student affairs
1972-1973 academic year. business manager.
Hauser, who is emThis year’s NSF Gradployed by Crown Zelleruate Fellowship Program is being re- bach in San Francisco,
structured. Applicants was conducting a semimust be beginning grad- nar Sept. 11 on paper
ate students by by Fall conversion under the
1972, and must not have sponsorship of the In completed more than Plant Printing Manageone calendar year of ment Association.
graduate study then.
At about 1 p.m., he reAll applicants must turned to the Costonoan
be citizens of the l’nited Room from lunch to
States and are required start the third session
to take the Graduate
and found his instruRecord Examinations ments gone.
designed to test scientific aptitude and aOne witness vaguely
chievement.
described three white
The deadline for the
male suspects, but an
submission of applica- immediate search of the
1971.
tions is Nov. 29,
area by city and campus
Awards will be an- police proved futile.
15,
1972.
March
nounced
Sgt. Blackstock said
Further information and
application material
police have the serial
may be obtained from number of one item, but
the National Research not the others. With the
Council, 2101 Constituserial number chances
tion Ave., N.W., Wash- of recovery are perhaps
ington. DC. 20418.
50 per cent, he said.

BY MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Staff Writer
A three -alarm fire
destroyed a vacant
warehouse, formerly
the premises of Warren Dried Fruit Co.,
at 100 Ryland Ave. ear-

Science
awards
planned

GORDON
LIGHTFOOT

1

Library tours
big success
uaurniaamaiiiiionsitsa

STEVE HARLEY

Warehouse fire

Fire broke out yesterday afland St. was not immediately
ternoon in a warehouse .determined.
Fire depart located about one mile from
ment officials are investigathe campus.
Value of the
ting the cause.
empty warehouse at 100 Ry-

Seek cultural balance

Chinese form club
Looking for something
more than parties and
dances?
The newly formed
Chinese Cultural Club
is scheduling something
different this semester.
The new club’s main
purpose is to promote
Chinese culture and to
channel the Chinese
students back into the
culture.
"The Chinese students
here are trapped in two
cultures and very often
they are confused about

SAN JOSE CIVIC
SATURDAY - OCT.16
Tickets $5. 00 - 54. 00 -3 .00

on sale
San Jose Box Office
912 TOWN &
,COUNTRY VILLAGF

246-1160

WELCOME BACK

BUSY BEE
RESTAURANT
formerly Angelo’s Steak House

what their attitudes
should be," Kin -Chung
Ng, the club president,
said.
"It seems that the longer they have lived in
a Western community
the more deviated they
are from their own culture. So, as the club
name implies, we are
going to put more emphasis on the cultural
aspects rather than the
social," he continued.
A dinner gathering,
open to all students interested in Chinese culture, is set for Tuesday
at 6 p.m. at 382 S.
10th St.
Other upcoming activities include the celebration of the exotic
Moon Festival on Oct.
3, a Chinese movie series, a 3 -act Cantonese
Play revealing the inner
feelings and authentic
lifestyles of foreign students in the U.S., and
an open forum featuring
first-hand information about an American’s experiences while

Serving S J Students for 40 yrs.

Sparta
Guide

INTRODUC TOR Y SPECIAL
large gloss of milk Free with any meal
FREE PARKINGEARL and M’s 38 S. 3rd
OPEN 7 am to 10 pm
72 E. Santa Clara St

San Jose

TODAY
SEMINAR ON NONVIOLENCE, 7 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail, 300 S. 10th St.
TUESDAYS
SPARTAN SHIELDS,
6:30 p.m., C. U. Pacheco.

All our art brus
reduced 30%,
newsprint
padsi8x24 8040
30" T -SO (plas. edge reg. 5.10)
20x26 DRAWING BOARD (reg. 6.05)
ALL PACER PAPER PADS

ly yesterday afternoon.
Cause of the blaze has
not yet been determined,
nor have damages been
assessed.
The warehouse was
located about one mile
from SJS.
No injuries were

teaching in Mainland
China during the Cultural Revolution.

have attracted well over
600 students by the end
of the first week. This
is the third year library
orientation has been offered at SJS.
Tours in the past have
received little student
support, she added.
Mrs. Hughes speculated that the reason for
increased student interest in the tours was
the announcements
passed out at registration.
The 40 minute tour,
covers the general reference room, the reserve book room, documents, microfilm services, Electronic Learning Center, and each of
the individual subject
areas.
More in depth tours
of the libraries various
reading rooms can be
obtained by asking the
librarian on duty in that
room, Mrs. Hughes
stated.

HASSELBLAD- -New oboe, 1971 model $595 -Nikon 135 MM, tense 50MMlots more. Call 356-5681

ANNOURCIMINTS
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cl
: Basic H. Basic L, etc.
Natural Food Supplemords:
Cocoa Instant Protein, etc.
We specialize in
NON -COMPANY PROPAGANDA
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 83 -.Ph 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades, Supervisors
REJECTS & SECONDS
Environmental Designs
Lamp Manufacturer
1809 Old Couiity Rd. Belmont
Open Sunday
P1SCEAN WATERBEDS- -1850 W. San
Carlos 294-1455 Just West of the
Gap
King -Queen. $24, Twin SA,
Safety Liner- $2, Frames $14
W
year (parent’s on all beds
Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture, tapis
tries
Ask about our NRO policy.
294-1455.
FRIDAY FLICKS"The R levers", 7 &
10 P.M Morris Daily Aud
SOC
admission
NEED A LIFT, JOIN SKI CLUB.
First meeting Thor, Sept. 30. Stu
dent Union Ballroom. 7 30 P.M
NOTICE: NOW OPEN
THE POTTERS PLACE 76 E San
Fernando Everything in ceramics
more.
Phone 286 3813 Low Prices
,unel Servirn
AUTOMOTIVE 171
- FORD, Mega. Clean 5250 Runs
? u
Call Tim at 275-0596. 83 S.
9th St. Apt, 5.
FIAT 124 Snyder ’66 red AM/FM now
paint muster coed low nu $2200
’66 1R4 -A IRS BRG rollber. radio
Koni’s blue streaks wire Esc cond.
36.000 ml S1050
293-4784 orig.
owner
’61TR-4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Vero good condition
Most sell
$800 or best offer.
Chuck Dodd
245-1618
Mercedes Benz 170 DL, WWII Classic
Excellent Condifion $I600 Call 295
1242
fOff

11*11

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks. records and books
1/2 price ()utility books & records
purchased
Top prices paid --cash
or trade
Lots of science fiction,
supplementals. classics RECYCLE
166 So 2nd St 2864275
YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price when buying your
waterbed
Call as anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening. Just
blocks from SA at 400 Park Av
corner of Deimos. 25111-1263
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS:
Very
’heap
Appliances. sheets, towels,
dishes, bookcase, lamps, etc Also
French, Spanishbooks opera records
GARAGE SALE Fri Sat Sun Mon
11 AM - 5PM 501 So 14th St

3.57

DUPLEX: Partly turn Guls or rnerrind couple, $125 p/mo. 540 So. 9th
Call 293-9647o, 289-8343.

66 Datum 1600 "ROADSTER". Gd.
Coed New battery, convert. Top, &
or best offer. Call
radiator
289-8215

ROOMMATE WANTED for a very
"part-time person." Interesting arrangement.
Maturity desired. 565
per/Ino.
Patti: 275-0222 or 7381551. 8 blks to SJS.

HIIP WANTED 141
FANTASTIC PART TIME EARNINGS.
Enroll friends & neighbors in EPIC.
MaleFemale.
Salary or Comm.
Mr. Oft. 263-4441

Female Roommate Needed for 154,,,,.
Apt. Senior or Grad Student. Very
close to campus
Call 286-6355
After 6 P.M.

MENT MANAGER- Married
couple, prefer both students. Salary
plus 2 bedroom apt. 3 blocks from
SJS 470 S 11111$1 287-31103

NEED TWO CONSIDERATE Ifemelel
roommates for an apt. within walking
distance from SJS. Water & garbage
paid. Free parking stall, completely
turn. Kitchen utensils already supplied
Only $60 pinto. 641 S Ilth
St or call 292-5037 or 293-6112
leave message.

$300 PER HOUR
Part & Full time. Hours flmible.
FULLER BRUSH CO. 264-0689
TOP MANAGEMENT POSITION - Available on Part-time basis
Good
Income. Call Robert Hall, 294-1769,
after 7 p.m
HOUSING

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
bedroom in a large 3 bdrm house
Call
on So. 1461 St. 660 per mu
204-3432 around 6 p.m

SI

1 Male "straight- student to share
large room in prvt home No
drinking Near SJS 297-6019

FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl over
IS years old as a companion to individual with speech difficulty. Near
campus. Call Reber* 2911-290111.
MALE roommate wanted
Close to
campus
Reasonable Apt 86, 325
E William
GRADUATE STUDENT wants Walser*
house Inon-smokerl. Call mornings
964 -8695

Refined, Furnished Rooms, Mal K @Schen Privileges, No smoking or drinking 293-3065
FOR RENT:
Extra large 2 berm.
Apt Modern 643 So flth 214-4749.
Quiet atmosphere Fully furnished
FOR RENT- -3 bdrm 2 Eta. Apt.
Low rent 399 So 12th St Men or
women 2115-1607,

IVY HALL -COED Room with kitchen
Single/double. Across from adminis
tration bldg
Cl..., quiet, well
managed 294.6472 or 293-9814

FURNISHED I and 2 bdrm opts. 1/2
blk to 8.5 Ideal for roommates $I%
and $200 per ma 439So 40+293-3762.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share 2 bdrrn.
turn apt with 2 other girls on N.
3rd call 287-1621
FEMALE GRAD, roommate needed
I bdrm torn apt $62 SOrrno Quiet
286-9372 Joanne
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed fore
Very close to
house.
Own room
SJS 2868026
2 & 3 bedrooms for rent turn, carpeting
%Int condition 470 S. 111/1
St. 287-7510.
CORN. APARTMENT Large 2 bdrm
1/2 blk. to SJS B11 in kitchen 6
Girls. 451 So. 10th 292-1327
patio.
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM APTS New
shag carpeting Under new management 148 E Williems 293-4578
FREE ROOM ANO BOARD for girl
over 16 years old all companion to
individual with speech dill icully Near
campus Call Robert 298-2308
Female roommate needed to shore
house w/2 others in Los Gatos own
room, /113 plus util Phone 354-2750

DRAFTING SUPPLIES

544 Minion, San Francisco, 421-1576
107 E. San Fernando, San Jose, 286-6013

EXPER FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING. EX -ENGLISH TEACHER
IBM EL EC TR IC TYPEWRITER
CALL MARY COLE AT 24424-4-4
after 530pm.
REJECTS A SECONDS
Environmental Designs
Larne Manufacturer
1809 Old County Rd
Belmont
Open Sunday

SPACIOUS 2 bedrooms/2 bath New
shop carpeting Under new management
Palace Apt. 141 E Williams
St

EOM days

Fors days
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City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

IL)

NEED AL1F T7JOINSKICLUB. FIRST
meeting Thurs Sept. 30, Student Union
Ballroom 730
FRIDAY FLICKS"The Rimers" 7 &
10 P.M Morris Daily Aud 50c ad -

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per/me.
free service, no contrut
16 SNSPO 111A11014
Need ride from or near Piedmont Hills
High School to 5.15 area at 140 C11
Rich 287-4965
FLYING SOON,
Your TWA Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help you make your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3 off with
TWA
YOUTH PASSPORT and take up to
24 months to pay wills a free TWA
GETAWAY CARD
Call 287-8668
for info
or 297 1700
lions

TO PLACE
YOUR AD
IN THE
SPARTAN DAILY

Phone
294-6414,
Ext. 2465

Personals (7)

IF)
RD krone
rmelpertme

39

letters and spaces tor each line)
_

address

Hrlp Wsnled III
Housing iS)
ton um Cooed

WANTED: Rider to Mon night class
from Palo Alto area
I will drive
and pay gas. Call 321-1306.

Ni Muffin alt cancelled ado F,inl Far ad here’

Puns days

Announcements Ill
Astentellva (2)
Fp Isle (3)

OWN "BUMPER- str,p’
on weather restslant
Additional copies SOC
Box 9295, Sus Jose,

SIRSICIS f 71

FOR RENT! I, 2, & 3 bdrm Apt
er/w carpets, AEK se/pool $115, $150,
& $1110 p/mo
Centrally located 3
miles from campus just off Almaden
Emery. 2445 Rinconada Or Mgr. Apt
NI, No children or pets Unfurnished
Call before 9 P M 256-1613. Quiet
area, conducive for studious individuals.

Inn dew

’,neoni lot
earl. add,
trona, ilne

WRITE YOUR
I’ll pnivi t
vinyl
51.00
each. Starr,
Calif.

lOST 1110 /OM
REWARD. Lost red wallet, near SJS
Education bldg. 377-3880

FREE ROOM & BOARD in beautiful Los Gatos in exchange for baby
sitting, housecleaning 356-8625

One day

rs

-FAST ACCURA1E. E x pe r e c e d
typist, can edit.
Four miles from
Mrs Aslant. 298-4104.
campus.

FRIDAY FLICK "The Rievers" 7 &
10 PM Morris Daily And 50t ad
mmon

(Count approximately

MICHAEL’S
AR i, CRAFT,

Looking for some Wednesday night fun?
Try Co-Rec. Sponsored by the SJS Recreational department,
the weekly Wednesday
night affair will offer
a host of programs
from 7:30 - 9:30 in the
women’s gym.

Girl to share 3 bdrrn. house se/pool
& fireplace SI03 pinto. 266-1065 Willowglen area,

$ew

CLASSIFIED RATES

50% off

Co.Rec night

Spartan Daily Classifieds

375

20x26 RED ROPE ENVELOPES (reg. 1.75)
.99
we ,,t;
Q’rttriFN7 AND PROFESSIONAL DISCOUNTS
on all non -sale items. L.orne, to our B.A.K-To-School
Sale for all your Art, Craft, and Drafting needs and
Save now.
BRING THIS AD FOR A FREE GIFT!

The SJS library is
apparently "where it’s
at" this semester.
Library orientation
tours being conducted
the first two weeks of
this semester have so
far received an over w helm ing r e sponse
from students, according to Mrs. Pauline
Hughes, the tour coordinator.
The tours, which are 40
minute general introductions to the entire library, will be conducted
until Friday. They start
at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m.
and 2:30 p.m. at the entrance lobby of the library’s central building.
Students who participate recieve a floor
plan of the library and
a two -page guide to the
library and the services it offers.
According to Mrs.
Hughes, the tours will

reported by Asst. Fire
Chief Chris Shannon, but
one fire fighter, Walter
Bugna, was sent to Valley Medical Center for
treatment of smoke inhalation.
A hospital spokesman reported Bugna
in very good condition
and said he was sent
home following chest
ex -rays.
The building, an aged
wood and brick structure soon to be torn
down by the city, was
less than three blocks
from San Jose Fire Station No. I.
Fifty firemen and nine
pieces of equipment
were employed to fight
the blaze as hundreds of
spectators swarmed over railroad tracks and
lined the Coleman st.
overpass to look on.
Smoke from the gutted building billowed
hundreds of feet into the
air and was clearly visible from the SJS campus.
Shannon reported the
first alarm reached
SJFD at 12:38 Imn
By 1:45, he declared the
fire undeer control.
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